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Surveillance Plus Inc. Celebrates its
3 Year Anniversary
On October 25, 2004 at 1 PM, SPI unveiled to the security industry the christening of a
new central station. Our intention then was to bring surveillance to a level that other
central stations would have to follow in order to keep up with technological
advancements and dealer demands. Our 2500 square foot ULC state of the art facility
opened its doors and over 130 security professionals came and witnessed the birth of our
One Stop Mega Surveillance ULC Central Station SPI-Surveillance Plus Inc.
Since the first day, three years ago, Surveillance Plus has been evolving continuously
with technology and dealer demands. Our goal is to continue delivering more to our
dealers both effectively and consistently, and increase our dealer profits.
SPI staff and management would like to thank the security industry that has supported
and continues to support SPI. A special thank you goes out to the 170 alarm professionals
that picked SPI to be their one stop mega central station, providing them and their
valuable clients the security they require.
At SPI, you, the dealer, and your clients come first. To us you are not a dollar sign. You
are first a customer and we will treat you like a customer so that we can earn your dollar.
Just try us out with a few clients and feel the SPI effect. You will not be disappointed. So
don’t miss out on this opportunity to become our dealer. Take advantage of all we have to
offer and at the same time save some valuable dollars.
Three years ago our foundation was built strong to take us and you - the alarm
professionals that join SPI - on a journey into the future! Our goal was to provide you
with the tools and service you need in order to offer more to your clients at a better profit
margin………mission accomplished!
Again here at Surveillance Plus Inc., we thank you all.
Best regards,
Homer Katsianis
President

